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PRESS RELEASE 
 
VOLAR and the National Dayak Customary Assembly enter a collaboration to establish 
Nusantara Air, a regional mobility air service in Kalimantan, Indonesia.  
 
10 September 2023 - Volar Air Mobility Limited (“Volar”) and the National Dayak Customary 
Assembly (“NDCA”) enter a collaboration to establish Nusantara Air, a regional mobility air 
service in Kalimantan, Indonesia. 
 
The NDCA is an official council that holds the highest jurisdictive authority over the native people 
of Dayak, one of the foremost traditional ethnic groups in Indonesia.   
 
The emergence of Kalimantan as Indonesia’s new capital heralds a significant opportunity to host 
the potential of Green Aviation. This is well aligned with President Joko Widodo’s agenda of 
transforming Indonesia into an electric vehicle hub by 2030, and his broader vision of achieving 
carbon neutrality by 2060. With the establishment of Nusantara Air, it is hoped that this will 
enable remote communities within the Kalimantan region to access a green and meaningful 
travelling alternative, empower the populace to make sustainable choices, and educate to bring 
awareness on the importance of environmental conservation Indonesia’s future generations. 
 
 
Volar Air Mobility Limited 
 
Volar Air Mobility Limited is a Hong Kong-based green aerial ride-hailing software company 
aiming to catalyse the global adoption of environmentally responsible travelling alternatives. 
 
Volar is committed to offering a Safe, Affordable, on-demand Flexibility, and zero carbon 
Emission (SAFE) private air travel experience enabled by proprietary in-house technology 
platform specifically designed for electric aircraft. The use cases are broad and encompasses 
island hopping, tourism, access to rural areas with poor road infrastructure, medical logistics and 
evacuation, border surveillance and farming. Additionally, it enables a private aviation option for 
those seeking to travel safely while minimizing infectious disease risk. For more information, 
please visit www.volarairmobility.com 
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